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Reports
Earth and Mars: Evolution oE Atmospheres
and Surface Temperatures
Abstract. Solar evolution implies, for contetnporary albedos and atmospheric
composition, global mean temperatures below the freezing point o f seawater less
than 2.3 aeons ago, contrary to geologic a ! ~ dpaleontological evidence. Amnzonia
mixing ratios o f the order o f a few ports per mrllion in the tniddle Preranlbrian
atnrosphere resolve this and other problems. Possible teinperature evolutionary
tracks /or Earth and Mars are described. A runaway greenhouse eflect will occur
on Earth about 4.5 aeons fro111 now, when clen~entconditions will prevail on
Mars.
The present surface temperature of dows, and the other emitted by the
Earth represents an energy balance be- atmosphere into space in wavelength
tween the visible and near-infrared sun- regions of strong atmospheric absorplight that falls on the planet and the tion. In the latter case we consider the
middle-infrared thermal emission that emission to occur from the skin ternleaves. In the absence of an atmo- perature of the approximately isothersphere this equillbriurn is written ?ASX
ma1 outer boundary of an atmosphere
( 1 - 2 ) = eoTe4, where S is the solar in radiative equilibrium, which is, in
constant; 2 is the Russell-Bond spheri- the Eddington approximation, at a
cal albedo of Earth, a reflectivity inte- temperature of 2-1/4Te. Thus,
grated over all frequencies; e is the
x S ( 1 - 2 ) = C e ~ h t ( * , ) ~4~ '
mean ernissivity of Earth's surface in
the middle infrared; u is the StefanB
(2 l 4
Boltzmann constant; and T , is the ef(1)
fective equillbriurn temperature of (atmosphereless) Earth. The factor '/4 is Here BAi3 the Planck specific intensity,
the ratio of the area ;;R2 that intercepts and the wavelength intervals
are
sunlight to the area 4~;R"hat
emits chosen to pack with adequate density
thermal infrared radiation to space. those wavelength regions where B h is
When the best estimates of these param- changing rapidly. The equation is solved
eters are used, a value for T , of 250'
iteratively for T S on an electronic cornto 25SSK is obtained; this is far less Puter. The adopted step-function aPthan the observed mean surface tem- proximation to the actual nongraY abto sorption spectrum, which is due to rotaperature, T,, of Earth, 286'
288°K. The difference is due to the tion-vibration transitions in Earth's
greenhouse effect, in which visible and atmosphere, is compared with the meanear-infrared sunlight penetrates through s u r d transmission spectrum in ( 1 ) . The
Earth's atmosphere relatively unim- resulting values of T Sare shown in Table
peded, but thermal emission by Earth's
1. The correct value of e is, from studies
surface is absorbed by atmospheric con- of a wide variety of minerals (2)s closer
stituents that have strong absorption to 0.9 than to 1.0. Extensive calculations
bands in the middle infrared. Thus, time
( 3 ) based on measurements made from
variations in S, 2, e, or atmospheric Earth yield values for 2 of 0.33 to 0.35,
composition may induce important and an analysis of observations made
changes in T,. The present heat flow over 5 years by meteorological satellites
( 4 ) yields 0.30 for 2. Since we are
from the interior of Earth is about
2 x 10-5 the solar constant and plays a concerned with differential effects, we
have adopted 2 = 0.35 to secure agreenegligible role in determining T,.
T o calculate T,, allowing for the ment with the observed T , in our apgreenhouse effect, we divide the emer- proximation (5).
The solar constant is varying; the
gent flux into two parts, one emitted by
the surface at temperature T , directly lun~inosity,L, of the sun has increased
into space through atmospheric win- by about 40 percent in geologic time
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(6). This variation has profound consequences for the surface temperatures of
the terrestrial planets (7). The mainsequence brightening of the sun is one
of the most reliable conclusions drawn
from the modern theory of stellar evolution, which explains in considerable detall the observed FIertzsprungRussell
diagram. The models of solar evolution
used in this report give an age for the
sun in excellent agreement with the age
determined on independent grounds for
Earth, the moon, and the meteorites.
The principal uncertainties in such calculations are in the age of the sun and
its initial abundance of helium. ~~~h
larger possible errors in such parameters
as thermonuclear reaction rates o r opacities have much smaller effects on
dL/dt ( 8 ) . Katz (8) concludes that
(1/L) (dL/dt) is in error by at most
25 percent for the best contemporary
evolutionary models. A variety of calculations of main-seqLlence solar evolution give a variation, AL, of 30 to 60
percent over geologic time (6). The best
present estimate of A L is 40 rt 10 percent. For most of the following calculations, we conservatively adopt AL = 30
percent.
We then run the sun backward
through time and assume initially that
the terrestrial atmospheric composition,
e, and 2 remain constant. The results
from Eq. 1 are sbown in Fig. 1. We see
that the global temperature of Earth
dropped below the freezing point of
seawater less than 2.3 aeons ago ( 1 aeon
is 109 years); 4 0 to 4.5 aeons ago
global temperatures were about 263OK.
Had we used 50 percent for AL, the
freezing point of seawater would have
been reached about 1.4 aeons ago, and
temperatures 4 0 to 4.5 aeons ago
would have been about 245°K. Because of albedo instabilities (discussed
below) it is unlikely that extensive
liquid water could have existed anywhere on Earth with such global mean
temperatures.
The presence of pillow lavas, mud
cracks, and ripple marks in rocks from
the Swaziland supergroup strongly
implies abundant liquid water 3.2 aeons
ago (9). The earliest known microfossils (10, 1I), 3.2 & 0.1 aeons old, include blue-green algae, which would be
very dificult to imagine on a frozen
Earth. Algal stromatolites, 2.0 to 2.8
aeons old, exist in various parts of the
world (12, 13). If they are intertidal
(13), there must have been at least
meters of liquid water; if they are subtidal (I#), much greater depths are imSCIENCE, VOL. 177

plied. The time required f o r surface may be somewhat less, but the fraction
water to accumulate sediments in geo- of Earth covered by ice, snow, and
glaciation will be very much larger. The
synclinal trough suggests (15) the presalbedos of thick deposits of ice or snow
ence of extensive bodies of water on
are 0.50 to 0.70. A declinc in the gloEarth 4 aeons ago or more. Finally,
liquid water is almost certainly neces- bal temperature of Earth is likely to increase rather than decrease the albedo,
sary for the origin of life; if we believe
that life began shortly after the forma- but in any case the albedo decline retion of Earth ( 1 6 ) , liquid water must quired to explain the discrepancy appears to be out of the question. Indeed,
have been present for most of the period
detailed global climatic models ( 1 7 )
between 3.5 and 4.5 aeons ago. Thus,
suggest that a relative increase in 2 of
even using our most conservative value
of AL, we find a serious discrepancy
only 2 percent is enough to induce exbetween theory and observation.
tensive glaciation on Earth, which imThis discrepancy indicates a n error plies that the present climate is exin at least one of our initial assump- tremely sensitive to albedo.
tions. There are only three likely sources
This leaves changes in atmospheric
of error: S, 2 , and the atmospheric composition as a possible explanation.
composition. The solar constant is un- Major variations in the CO, abundance
likely to be sufficiently in error to ac- will have only minor greenhouse effects
count for the discrepancy; the most because the strongest bands are nearly
probable value of S considerably saturated. A change in the present CO,
abundance by a factor of 2 hill produce
w ~ d e n s the discrepancy. F o r small
greenhouse corrections, the variation of
directly a 2' variation in surface temST, with S x can be written 8 2 = perature ( 1 8 ) . The CO, abundance is
- 4 ( 1 - z)ST,/T,. Thus, for T , 3.5 highly controlled by iilicate-carbonate
to 4 aeons ago to be increased from equilibria; by buffering with seawater,
which contains almost 100 times the
the valucs shown in Fig. 1 to the freezing point of seawater requires a n atmospheric CO,; and by the respiraalbedo decrement of about 0.06 to 0.09; tion and photosynthesis feedback loop
(19). The negative exponential depenfor A L = 5 0 percent, an albedo decrement of more than 0.20 is required. dence of the vapor pressure of water on
Such albedos are unacceptably small. At reciprocal temperature implies that for
a lower global temperature there is no
global temperatures 10" or more below
contemporary values, the cloud cover likelihood of gaining more water vapor

than the contemporary global average,
about 1 g c n ~ - ~The
.
only surviving
alternative appears to be that the
atmosphere of Earth 1 o r 2 aeons
ago contained some constituent o r constituents, not now present, with significant absorption in the middle infrared,
in the vicinity of the Wien peak of
Earth's thermal emission. A large number of candidate molecules were investigated. The ideal molecule should
provide significant absorption in the
present window from 8 to 13 Fm, even
in low abundances. Large amounts of
CO, SO,, O,, and the various oxides
of nitrogen arc inadequate, as are many
times the contemporary abundances of
the homonuclear diatomic molecules 0,
and N,, which have no permitted vibration-rotation transitions.
But, among the more reducing gases,
NH,, is very appropriate. A volume mixing ratio, [NH,], of about 10-5 at a
pressure of 1 bar provides appreciable
absorption at 8 to 13 pm. N o other
plausible reduced gas (for example, CH,
or H,S) provides comparable absorption. The present value of [NH,] is still
in some question, but it appears to be
less than
(20). At thermodynamic
equilibrium in the present oxidizing
atmosphere this mixing ratio would be
much less than lo-"
(21). As is now
the case for CH4, a small steady-state
abundance could be maintained if the
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Fig. 1 (left). Calculated time-dependent model greenhouse effects for Russell-Bond albedo 2 about 0.35 and two surface infrared
emissivities, e = 0.9 and e = 1.0, the former being more nearly valid ( 2 ) and giving the correct present global temperatures. The
atmosphere of CO, and HiO is assumed to contain the present abundances of these gases, pressure broadened by 1 bar of a
foreign gas. The slightly reducing atmosphere has the same constituents with the addition of a 10." volume mixing ratio of NHn,
CHI, and H,S. In this case NH3 is the dominant absorber. At the top is the greenhouse resulting from the addition of 1 bar of
H, to the constituents already mentioned. The evidence for liquid water at 2.7 to 4.0 aeons ( A )ago comes from a variety
of geologic and paleontological data (9-16). The time evolution of the effective temperature is also displayed. All calculations are
for AL = 30 percent; for larger time-derivatives of the solar luminosity, the freezing point of seawater is reached in yet more recent
times.
Fig. 2 (right). Three derived evolutionary tracks for the temperature of Earth. As described in the text, the subequilibrium NHa track (less than 10-"olume
mixing ratio), while schematic, is thought to be most likely. The amplitude of global
temperature oscillations in Mesozoic and Paleozoic glaciations is smaller than the width of the temperature curve shown. A runaway greenhouse effect occurs several aeons in our future.
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molecule were generated at a high rate,
as by biological activity (21), but this
calculation does indicate the great thermodynamic instability of NH3 in the
present 0, atmosphere. On the other
'hand, Bada and Miller (22) calculated
NH, mixing ratios on the preoxygenic
Earth by using clay mineral equilibria
in the oceans and, independently, by
assuming that the deamination of aspartic acid is reversed, since this amino
acid is required for the origin and
early evolution of life. They found
the following approximate values for
[NH,]: 10-7 at O°C, 3 x 10-5 at
2S°C, and 3 X 10-4 at 50°C, in good
accord with our requirements. Lower
values of the NH, mixing ratio are possible because of ultraviolet photolysis
(23), but the steady-state NH, abundance would have been maintained by
an equilibrium between photolysis and
production. An NH, mixing ratio even
as small as 10-6 will produce a hightemperature equilibrium mesopause
layer, somewhat analogous to the terrestrial ozone layer, and will also serve to
protect other gases closer to the surface,
notably water vapor, from photodissociation (24).
Accordingly, we calculated (1) greenhouse temperatures for atmospheres in
which NH, is a minor constituent. We
assumed that water vapor is present in
approximately its present abundance,
determined largely by T , and by meteorology; that CO, is present in approximately its present abundance, maintained by mineral equilibria and oceanic
buffering reactions; and that CH, and
H,S are present in amounts comparable
to that of NH,. Because CH, and
H,S are not as effective absorbers,
their presence does not significantly
affect the results. The surface temperature in this (slightly) reducing
atmosphere is shown as a function of
time in Fig. I . We see that such a n
atmosphere is entirely adequate to resolve the discrepancy and keep the global temperature of Earth well above the
freezing point of water, which confirms
a conjecture (25) made by one of us
some years ago (26).
If even small quantities of hydrogen
were present in the early atmosphere,
the primitive exosphere would, by diffusive equilibrium, be dominated by H.
Because of the high thermal conductivity of hydrogen, such an exosphere
would cool very efficiently by conduction downward; in addition, the presence
of polyatomic reduced molecules with
btrong emission features in the middle

Table 1. Calculated
temperatures, T,, for
emissivity o_f Earth's
infrared; A is its
albedo.

e

contemporary surface
Earth; e is the mean
surface in the middle
Russell-Bond spherical

-A-=

0.35

T, (OK) --- -- --

A = 0.30

and far infrared would thermostat such
an exosphere efficiently. A primitive reduc~ngatrnosphere would have been stable against gravitational escape for periods approaching l aeon. Accordingly,
there may have been a significant epoch
in the early history of Earth in which W,
was an important constituent of the
atmosphere. It is estimated (24) that
the maximum H, mixing ratio in the
lower atmosphere was 0.10 to 0.15 after
a possible initial period in which exospheric blowoff occurred because the
gas kinetic energy of H, exceeded its
gravitational potential energy. We have
no way of knowing the [H,] history in
early times; for heuristic purposes we
calculate the additional greenhouse effect due to 1 bar of H,. At such a
pressure, permitted quadrupole and pressure-induced dipole transitions produce
major absorptions at longer wavelengths
than 7.5 /Im. One bar of H, fills In the
long-wavelength windows in the atmospher~c greenhouse, producing nearly
complete absorption at all wavelengths
longer than 4.9 /Lm and increasing T ,
well above the normal boiling point
of water.
Accordingly, we are left w ~ t hthree
evolutionary tracks for the temperature
history of primitive Farth (Fig. 2):
1) With an initial extensive H, atmosphere, Earth originates at temperatures
above the normal boiling point of water,
even in the absence of endogenous heat
sources. The temperature rapldly declines in the first aeon becduse of the
escape of hydrogen into space, and then,
about 3.5 aeons ago, enters a milder
climate dominated by the NH, and
water greenhouses.
The photodlssociation, reaction, and oxidation of
the reduced gases of such an atmosphere produce a gradual decline In
temperatures, and the planet approaches the evolutionary track for
the present greenhouse constituents,
perhaps 1 to 2 aeons ago. We do not
know whether as much as 1 bar of H,
could have been retained by Earth during its formation, but we are skepttcal
about this evolutionary track, because it

prohibits temperatures suitable for the
origin of life even close to epochs when
the prokaryotes-organisms
requiring
a major time interval for their evolutionary antecedents-were
present in
abundance.
2) An insignificant amount of H, is
present initially and the atmospheric
greenhouse is dominated by H,O and by
NH, in its calculated equilibrium abundance, which then declines as before
toward the CO,/H,O track.
3 ) Ammonia is initially present in
subequilibrium abundances, because of
photodissociation and reaction with other atmospheric constituents. The NH,
absorption, pressure-broadened with a
foreign gas at 1 bar, declines appreciably between [NH,]
10-5 and [NH,]
5 10--6. The flatness of this third track
represents a rough balance between the
slow decline of [NH,] and the slow increase of L. Calculations (27) of the
thermodynamic stability of a number of
amino acids in aqueous phase show a
variation of several orders of magnitude
in half-life for a decline of l o 0 or 20°.
The subequilibrium NH, in the third
track therefore (i) keeps T , above
the freezing point of water; (ii) is
responsive to comments (23) on the
photodissociation of NH,; and (iii)
provides increases of many orders
of magnitude in the concentrations of organic constituents in the
primitive seas, thus enhancing the
likelihood of the origin of life on primitive Earth. The subsequent decline in
NH, abundance is most likely due to
oxidation by 0, produced in green
plant photosynthesis. The evolution of
green plants could have significantly
cooled off Earth.
Our conclusions would not be significantly different if we had used larger
values of AL. With such values, however, the argument requires small quantities of NH,, in Earth's atmosphere almost up to the Precambrian-Cambrian
boundary. Because of the thermodynamic instability of NH, in an excess of
0, (21), such results suggest the absence
of contemporary values of [O,] for a major fraction of the history of Earth. This
is consistent. with a variety of other
evidence-including
data on banded
iron formations (13, 19, 28), on the oxidation of uraninite (19, 28, 29), and on
the relatively small US enrichment of
Swaziland barites (3'0)-and
makes
quite implausible the suggestion (31)
of an early oxidizing atmosphere on
Earth. A long epoch in which small
quantities of such reduced gases as NH,
SCIENCE, VOL. 177

might coexist with small quantities of
photosynthetically or photolytically produced 0, is not excluded. Our conclusion that significant quantities of 0, did
not arise until 1 to 2 aeons ago is
in excellent accord with the conclusions of Cloud ( 13 ) , based on the chronology of banded iron formations and
the. oldest fossil eukaryotes. By this
period an extensive evolutionary development of catalase, peroxidases, and
peroxisomes to defend the cells against
oxidation products must have occurred
(16, 32), and selection pressures for
defenses against or avoidance (at oceanic depths) of solar ultraviolet light
gradually eased (16, 3 3 ) .
The presence of NH, in Earth's
atmosphere for most of the Precambrian has a range of biological implications. It is, of course, a very useful
precursor co~npound for prebiological
organic chemistry. There is strong evidence (34) that NH, is the key intermediary in the fixation of atmospheric N2.
By the Horowitz (35) hypothesis on the
backward evolution of enzymatic reaction chains, this must imply an earlier
evolutionary stage in which NH, was
available. which is consistent with the
present argument. While most microorganisms can utilize N H , directly as
a source of N,, it is largely the prokaryotes that are N, fixers (36). The hydrogenase-ferredoxin system for N,
fixation is not specific for N,, and can
reduce C2H,, NO,, azides, and cyanides
(34); its original function, in times of
excess NH,, may not have been Ng
fixing.
Analogous calculations have been
perlormed for Mars. The present greenhouse effect on Mars is due almost entirely to CO,; the water-vapor abundance of a few tens of precipitable
micrometers makes no significant contribution. The total greenhouse effect is
only a few degrees Kelvin; T, on Mars is
roughly 210° to 220°K, depending on
the choice of 2. The meridional and
diurnal temperature gradients on Mars
are both extreme because of the paucity
of liquid water and the thin atmosphere.
Thus, temperatures much warmer than
the global mean exist on Mars, but
could not have existed extensively on
primitive Earth. Earlier conditions on
Mars may have been much more
clement. After very rapid blowoff of
a possible initial H, atmosphere, the
equilibrium NH, evolutionary tracks
give T , near the freezing point of seawater. There appears to be an epoch
in the first aeon after the origin of Mars
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A Binding Protein for Fatty Acids in Cytosol of
Intestinal Mucosa, Liver, Myocardium, and Other Tissues
Abstract. A protein of molecular weight -. 12,000 which binds long-chain fatty
acids and certain other lipids has been identified in cytosol of intestinal mucosa,
liver, myocardium, adipose tissue, and kidney. Binding is noncovalent and is
greater for unsaturated than for saturated and medium-chain fatty acids. This
protein appears to be identical with the smaller of two previously described cytoplasmic anion-bindirzg proteins. Binding of long-chain fatty acids by this protein
is greater than that of other anions tested, including sulfobromophthalein, and
does not depend on negative charge alone. The presence o f this binding protein
may explain previously observed differences in intestinal absorption amortg fatty
acids, and the protein tnay participate in the utilization o f long-chain fatty acids
by many mammalian tissues.
Translocation of fatty acids from
cell surface to endoplasmic reticulum
and mitochondria is fundamental to the
intestinal absorption of lipids and to
the utilization of free fatty acids in
plasma by liver, muscle, and other tissues. However, although long-chain
fatty acids are at best poorly soluble in
aqueous media, a mechanism to account for the apparent facility with
which they traverse the cytosol (aqueous cytoplasm) has not been identified.
In studies of the intestinal absorption
of long-chain fatty acids (I, 2 ) , we observed that although saturated and unsaturated fatty acids were taken up by

everted jejunal sacs at equal rates, unsaturated fatty acids were esterified
more rapidly. However, our studies and
those of others ( 3 ) indicated that these
results could not be explained by corresponding differences in the activation
of fatty acids by microsomal fatty acidcoenzyme A (CoA) ligase (4). Accordingly, we postulated (2) that apparent differences in rates of esterification might be due to different rates of
translocation of fatty acids from the
microvillus membrane to the site of
their activation in the endoplasmic reticulum. As a result, we discovered a
binding protein for long-chain fatty

acids in the cytosol of jejunal mucosa
and of other mammalian tissues (5).
Male Sprague-Dawley rats-fasting if
intestine was to be studied, otherwise
nonfasting-were killed by decapitation.
The proximal half of the small intestine,
distal to the ligament of Treitz, was removed and flushed with 40 ml of 0.01M
phosphate buffer in 0.154M KC1 (pH
7.4, 4O.C). Mucosa was extruded,
weighed, homogenized in three volumes
of buffer, and centrifuged at 105,000g
for 2 hours. The supernatant, exclusive
of floating fat, was used for gel filtration. The liver was perfused in situ
through the portal vein with cold buffer
before homogenization and ultracentrifugation as just described. Appropriate
ligands (Figs. 1 and 2) were added in
vitro to 105,000g supernatants, and the
mixture was subjected immediately to
gel filtration on Sephadex G-75. Protein
concentration in the column effluent
was measured as absorbance at 280
nm; radioactivity was determined by
liquid scintillation spectrometry; sulfobromophthalein (BSP) was measured
as absorbance at 580 nm after alkalinization.
Sephadex G-75 chromatography of
rat jejunal supernatant with [l4C1oleate
showed association of radioactivity with
a protein of low molecular weight,
which we have designated "fatty acid
binding protein" (FABP) (Fig. 1).
Variable radioactivity was also associated with macromolecules (including
lipoproteins) in the excluded (void)
volume, and with residual albumin in
the tissue homogenate. By lipid extraction (6) and thin-layer chromatography
of the FABP peak, more than 95 percent of 14C was recovered as free fatty
acid, a result indicating that binding
was noncovalent and not the result of
prior conversion to fatty acyl-CoA or
other derivatives, A FABP with virtually identical elution characteristics was
demonstrated in liver supernatant.
An estimation of the molecular
weight of FABP was obtained by comparing its relative elution volume
(Ve/V,) with that of proteins of known
molecular weight on Sephadex G-75.
Both jejunal and hepatic FABP were
consistently eluted in a volume (Ve/V,
= 2.10 5 .02) slightly greater than that
of cytochrome c (horse heart, Sigma,
molecular weight 12,400, Ve/ V, = 2.08
k .02); this indicates a molecular
weight of about 12,000. This value
must be regarded as an approximation,
however, because elution characteristics
of proteins on gel filtration show a
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